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Is brunch a gross ritual
for DC’s young elite?
Or just something fun
to do on a Sunday?
By Courtney Vinopal
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IT’S 11:30 ON A SUNDAY MORNING AT THE POPU-

lar Shaw brunch spot 801, but from the
omelet-rattling dance music pouring out
of the speakers, you might think you’d just
walked into a crowded club 12 hours earlier. A loud pop! cuts through the noise as a
waiter uncorks a bottle of Champagne and
tips it toward a row of glasses half filled with
orange juice. Groups of young DC-ites congregate around plate-laden tables, downing
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all-you-can-drink beverages and chattering
about the indignities of their low-level jobs
at government agencies and law firms. Beware! The mimosa hour is upon us.
Although bottomless brunch is popular
in pretty much any urban locale, the ritual
is particularly beloved by a certain segment
of Washingtonians. Restaurants know this
crowd well and often cater to it. For some
spots, that means creating enticing menus
that lure hungry customers with the quality of their food. At other places, you’ll find
boisterous groups of brunchers staggering
out after hours of midday partying, full of
bland eggs Benedict and tipsy on bottomshelf liquor.
Whether this is a depressing spectacle or
just harmless fun depends on your point of
view. In October, a 24-year-old editor at the
American Conservative named Addison Del
Mastro came out strongly against the weekend routine when he published an article
titled “What the D.C. Brunch Says About
Young Urban Elite.” The editorial—which
naturally generated a lot of attention on
Twitter—rips into what Del Mastro sees as
an overly conformist post-college crowd.
They wear the same clothes, watch the
same shows, and enjoy the same godless,
meaningless lifestyle, marked by drunken
nights, Tinder hookups, and hedonistic
meals consumed during hours that would,
to his mind, be better spent in church.
Del Mastro urges brunchers to look beyond their own selfish existence. Ditch those
white-collar careers, he says, and move to
“the heartland” for more honest jobs as car
mechanics or electricians. “Just as porn
destroys intimacy and junk food renders
real food bland,” he writes, “the mirage
of easy sex, endless international cuisine,
and world-changing activism or worldbestriding political power makes it hard to
appreciate a harder, grittier, more modest
way of life.” Ah, the lure of promiscuity and
plentiful ethnic food: How could young DC
strivers survive such temptations?

EAT, PRAY, GLUG

Three things to do on a Sunday
that don’t involve brunch

DIG INTO DIM SUM

DC offers lots of great spots to enjoy this weekend tradition, including
Wheaton’s Hollywood East, DC’s Tiger
Fork, and Annandale’s A&J.

WORSHIP AT METROPOLITAN
AME CHURCH

You’ll find uplifting music and inspirational words at this local institution,
described on its site as “the National
Cathedral of African Methodism.”

AFTER READING DEL MASTRO’S PIECE, I DECIDE

that the best way to grasp his odd argument
is to invite him out for brunch. Though he
says he isn’t available for a Sunday meal, he
agrees to meet for a Tuesday breakfast at
Ted’s Bulletin, one of 14th Street’s busiest
brunch spots. When I arrive, he’s sitting by
the front window reading James Howard
Kunstler’s anti-homogenization book,
The Geography of Nowhere. He’s wearing a
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ENJOY BEER AND FOOTBALL
AT LITTLE MISS WHISKEY’S
This spot on H Street, Northeast—
which recently won Washingtonian’s
sports-bar smackdown—is a great
place to try unusual brews and take in
some afternoon NFL. Sorry, Skins fans:
They show only Saints games.

light-blue button-down shirt and carrying a
green lunch box—which might explain why
he declines to order any food. He’s happy
to sit with me while I eat, though, and to
expand on his anti-brunch views.
Del Mastro—who grew up in New Jersey,
went to the University of Maryland, and
now lives in Reston with his wife—talks
about how homogeneous he finds DC and
how he yearns for a simpler (if entirely
mythical) time: “the 1950s without the
racism or the sexism . . . where working
people can do well for themselves.” He
seems earnest and well intentioned, and
his points about the casual privilege reflected in parts of the brunch scene make
some sense. It’s easy to look at the clusters
of well-scrubbed, over-served newcomers
and feel as if you’re staring at the white-hot
center of gentrification. The idea of DC as
an out-of-touch elitist monoculture obviously has traction—it’s part of the narrative
that elected our current President. And
maybe it’s true that the 14th Street hordes
could benefit from, say, a few months working the line at a truck factory.
But ultimately, Del Mastro’s argument
rings false. Washington is actually a richly
multicultural city, full of fascinating neighborhoods to explore whether or not they
offer Bloody Mary bars on every block.
Even at 801, the crowd is more diverse than
Del Mastro might assume. I chatted with a
couple from Cleveland who were celebrating their recent engagement. Two seats
over, Lakeith Anderson, a native Washingtonian, was eating with a friend. I talked to
them for a bit about how much the U Street
corridor has changed during their lifetime
and about the struggles that many young
working-class Washingtonians face when
seeking jobs. Our city might not be the Main
Street fantasy that Del Mastro yearns for,
but it’s far more varied and complex than
the cartoonish land of transient yuppies
that he concocts.
Even so, I’ve been out to brunch a few
times since that breakfast, and I can’t help
but think about Del Mastro’s criticisms as
I dig into my home fries. Does this social
act—which I admit I rather enjoy—really
mark me as an insensitive member of some
cultural elite? Or am I simply part of the
thrum of Sunday Washington life, where
residents of all backgrounds and vocations
enjoy the city’s culinary and cultural offerings? It’s a good question to ponder over my
next mimosa.
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means deportation for our families,” she
tells the activists.
Immigration reform is a deeply personal
subject to Moreta, who splits her time between Washington and New York. When
she was 13, her parents brought her and
her brother from Quito, Ecuador, to New
York City. At the time, gang violence was
rampant in Moreta’s home country. Her
father had grown up homeless, and both
parents struggled to hold jobs. “There were
moments where we realized, oh, we don’t
have enough cash for food or rent,” she says.
“That was the motivation to come here. Any

parent facing that situation would probably
do the same.”
Moreta now has a green card, but her
parents remain undocumented,and her
brother is a DACA beneficiary, making his
status uncertain. “All of this for me is really
personal,” she says. “This level of anxiety,
terror, fear—we live it in my family.”
The risk is also real for members of
United We Dream, most of whom are young
people affected by DACA. In addition to
offering resources and running campaigns
to raise awareness, Moreta’s organization
makes its case on Capitol Hill, chasing down
lawmakers to press for immigration reform.
On November 9, the group organized a
school walkout that brought hundreds of
protesters to the Hart Senate Office Building and was widely covered in the media.
Moreta has no illusions about the odds
of inspiring real change in the Trump era.
But she says she’s proudest of how United
We Dream is helping undocumented young
people tell their stories: “We’re changing
lives—from fear to power, from fear to courage. That is the win, ultimately, regardless
of what the policy outcome is going to be.”
For Moreta, winning the MacArthur
was a big validation—and also a shock. “I
couldn’t believe it,” she says. “I was like,
is this really happening? As the news was
sinking in, the first thing I thought about
was my parents and their sacrifice. To
me, this recognition is a celebration of
their courage and strength, and also the
resilience of many immigrant families who
have defied many challenges to make this
country their home.”

—COURTNEY VINOPAL

RESTAURANT
TRANSGRESSIONS

THEATER
DISRUPTIONS

MISGUIDED
DRIVING

DISTRACTED
CHATTING

“Chewing with their
mouth open, starting to
eat before everyone is
served, putting feet on
chairs. I’ve even seen
people take their shoes
off in nice restaurants!
And be polite to the
people serving you.”

“Respect those onstage who have worked
to bring you their production. Don’t chitchat
after it has started. Do
not be late—you have
now become a pest.
It’s so distasteful and
inconsiderate.”

“I don’t even know
where to begin. Speeders, right-turners from
left lanes, tailgaters,
not letting people in
when they have their
turn signal on, not
pulling to the curb to
drop someone off.”

“A conversation might
be slightly boring, but
to listen attentively reflects your good manners. It is amazing what
you can learn when you
really listen.”

Cristina Jiménez Moreta
knows firsthand what
it means to be an
undocumented immigrant.

DREAM WEAVER

The moving story of our area’s sole 2017 MacArthur “genius” winner
CRISTINA JIMÉNEZ MORETA IS IN A MEETING WITH

two political organizers at the downtown DC
office of United We Dream, the advocacy organization she cofounded and runs. Though
it’s just eight days after Moreta was awarded
a life-changing MacArthur “genius” grant,
she’s far more focused on the urgent situation at hand: trying to convince Congress to
pass a bill to replace DACA (Deferred Action
for Childhood Arrivals) after the Trump
administration rescinded the immigration
policy in September. So while the attention
and $625,000 prize are gratifying, Moreta
has work to do. “Every day that passes, it

SO RUDE!

Does this stuff
drive you nuts?
WASHINGTONIANS ARE

DEVICE ABUSE

a pleasant, respectful
bunch—except when
they aren’t. We asked
Marianne Brennan, who
runs a local etiquette
school, for her list of
DC’s most inconsiderate
behaviors. Please stop.
—ERIKA HUBER

“Don’t you want to
scream when the
person in front of
you to order coffee is
chitchatting on the
phone when he places
his order? People need
to respect everyone
else’s quiet space.”
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